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1 . Introduction
The concepts that can be expressed by means of equations and the kinds of proofs that
may be devised using equations are central concerns of equational logic . The concept of
a ring is ordinarily presented by saying that a ring is a system (R, +, -, , 0,1) in which
the following equations are true :
A ring is an algebra-meaning here a nonempty set endowed with a system of finitary
operations. Equations, on the other hand, are certain strings of formal symbols. The
concept of truth establishes a binary relation between equations and algebras: an equation
s ;t; t is true in an algebra A . This relationship underlies virtually all work in equational
logic. By way of this relation each equational theory-that is, each set of equations
closed under logical consequence-is associated with a variety of algebras : the class of all
algebras in which each equation of the theory is true . Through this connection syntactical
and computational tools developed for dealing with equations can be brought to bear on
algebraic questions about varieties . Conversely, algebraic techniques and concepts from
the theory of varieties can be employed on the syntactical side .
This field guide offers those working with term rewriting systems and in symbolic
computation more generally, a tour of equational logic featuring a selection of concepts
and conclusions, many of them recent. Compared to the rich array of material in the
literature, this tour can only be a short excursion . It is intended to suggest rather than
represent the work being done in equational logic . Indeed, I must confess that many of
the most beautiful and intriguing parts of equational logic will only be glimpsed from
a distance, or not seen at all. I hope, however, that you will find here an invitation to
return to equational logic on other occasions .
Among the most glaring omissions are :
The theory of the commutator for congruence modular varieties . This
powerful theory, which applies to the most commonly encountered sets of equations,
lies too deep to develop here. A comprehensive account can be found in Freese and
McKenzie [1987 .
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The theory of term rewriting systems . Dershowitz and Jouannaud [1990]
give a comprehensive overview of this field . Book [1987], Buchberger [1987], and
Dershowitz [1987], all found in Jouannaud [1987], give highly readable surveys of
different aspects of the theory of term rewriting systems. Many readers of this field
guide are probably familiar with the principal achievements of term rewriting . For
this reason, the focus here is on other parts of equational logic .
The tame congruence theory for locally finite varieties . This deep theory
offers far-reaching insights into the structure of finite algebras and the varieties they
generate. Hobby and McKenzie [1988] provide the foundations of this theory .
The theory of clones. Equational logic and the theory of varieties are two facets
of the same jewel . The theory of clones (with a distinguished set of generators) is
another facet . Roughly, a clone is a collection of finitary operations on an underlying
set, which contains all the projection functions and is closed under composition .
Given a variety, the clones of term operations on the free algebras in the variety
provide a full view of the variety. Szendrei [1986] is devoted to clone theory .
The account given in this guide deals with algebras with only a single universe. Also
all fundamental operations of these algebras are total . From the viewpoint of practice,
such restrictions seem too confining . The need to develop the theory of partial algebras
and the theory of multisorted algebras is apparent . Such a development is still in its early
stages. Perhaps the total one-sorted theory can be a paradigm . In any case, the results
in this field guide have a significance just as they are .
A Hint on Using this Field Guide
The last section of this field guide is a little lexicon of concepts from algebra and logic .
It can be perused by the interested and curious, or referred to at need . Its entries also
offer some explanation of the notation used in the guide . The guide itself provides few
definitions and few explanations of notation (in the hope that the meanings are clear) .
Generally, the first time a word of art is used in the guide it will appear in the slanted
font, indicating that a more formal definition can be found in the lexicon . Each section
is devoted to a particular research topic . In each I have tried to indicate the key notions,
some of the most significant but accessible results, and at least one challenging open
problem. This guide also offers a rich assortment of pointers to the literature . McNulty
[1989] is an earlier version of this field guide .
2 . Decidability of Theories Axiomatized by Equations
Equations can be used to specify several kinds of deductively closed sets of sentences .
Let E be a fixed set of equations of a given similarity type o, .
The elementary theory based on E is the set of all sentences of first-order logic
which are logical consequences of E .
The implicational theory based on E is the set of formulas which are logical
consequences of E and which have the form cp - s ,z:: t where w is a conjunction of
equations;~p may be the empty conjunction, in which case the resulting formula is
logically equivalent to s,,ze t .
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The equational theory based on E is the set of all equations which are logical
consequences of E .
The equational n-variable theory based on E is the set of all equations which
are logical consequences of E and in which no variables other than xo, . . . , x„_t
appear. Equations in which no variables appear are called ground equations .
The equational 0-variable theories are also called ground theories .
A E-presentation is a system (GiI') where G is a set of new constant symbols and
l' is a set of ground equations in the similarity type obtained from o by adjoining
the members of G. Construing equations as ordered pairs of terms, the ground
theory based on E U I' turns out to be a congruence relation on the algebra Mod
E-freely generated by G ; this ground theory is called the ground theory of the
presentation. (GiF) is said to present the quotient algebra formed from this free
algebra using this congruence relation and also to present any algebra isomorphic
with this quotient algebra. (Gil) is a finite presentation provided both G and r
are finite .
An elementary, implicational, equational, or n-variable theory is decidable iff it is
a recursive set of sentences . A E-presentation (GAF) has a recursively solvable word
problem iff the ground theory based on EUF in the type a augmented by G is decidable .
E is said to have recursively solvable word problems iff every finite E-presentation
has a recursively solvable word problem . E has a uniformly recursively solvable word
problem iff the set
{(1I, s -- t) : II is a finiteE-presentation and s ~ t belongs to the ground theory of II}
is recursive. The connections between these concepts are laid out in the diagram below .
This diagram refers to any fixed set E of equations .
Decidable elementary theory
u u
Decidable implicational theory q Uniformly solvable word problem
u u
Decidable equational theory Solvable word problems
u 4
For each n, the equational n-variable theory is decidable
In general, none of the implications above can be reversed . This follows from the
results mentioned next. The most powerful decidability results that fit into this diagram
are the ones which assert the decidability of the elementary theory
; the most powerful
undecidability results are those that assert the undecidability of the equational n-variable
theory for some particular small value of n .
Theorem.
(1) (Tarski [1949a]) The elementary theory of Boolean algebras is decidable .
(2) (Szmielew [1954]) The elementary theory of Abelian groups is decidable.
(3) (McKinsey [1943]) The implicational theory of lattices is decidable.
(4) (Dehn [1911]) The equational theory of groups is decidable .
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The results listed in this theorem are classical, the first two being much more difficult .
Boolean algebras and Abelian groups are both provided with powerful algebraic structure
theories. Using the tools of tame congruence theory and the theory of the commutator
for congruence modular varieties, McKenzie and Valeriote [1989] have been able to show
that any locally finite variety with a decidable elementary theory has a powerful algebraic
structure theory.
Theorem. Let E be a finite set of equations in a finite similarity type. If every algebra
with a finite E-presentation is residually finite, then E has a uniformly recursively solvable
word problem. If I[[ is an finite E-presentation and the algebra presented by II is residually
finite, then II has a recursively solvable word problem.
Theorem. If T is a finitely based equational theory of finite similarity type and ModT
is generated by its finite members, then T is a decidable equational theory.
These two theorems apply to a surprising number of cases. The first was formulated in
Maltsev [1958], although it is related to a result in McKinsey [1943] and it also appears
in Evans [1969]. The second is closely connected to Evans [1969] . Evans [1978] provides
further discussion on this point . Now consider some undecidability results .
Theorem.
(1) (Markov [1947], Post [1947]) There is a finite semigroup presentation with a
recursively unsolvable word problem .
(2) (Boone [1954-1959], Novikov [1955]) There is a finite group presentation with
a recursively unsolvable word problem .
(3) (Macintyre [1973]) There is a finite ring presentation of a division ring with a
recursively unsolvable word problem .
(4) (Tarski [1953]) There is a finite relation algebra presentation with a recursively
unsolvable word problem . .(See also Tarski and Givant [1987]) .
Of course, to say that there is a finite semigroup presentation with a recursively un-
solvable word problem is to assert that there is a finitely based undecidable equational
ground theory (in a similarity type with one binary operation symbol and several con-
stant symbols) . Tarski's result is the most difficult and it produces the strongest result :
let T be the underlying ground theory . T is essentially undecidable in the sense that any
nontrivial equational theory extending T is also undecidable .
Theorem.
(1) (Maltsev [1966]) There are finitely based undecidable equational 1-variable the-
ories of loops and of quasigroups .
(2) (Murskil [1968]) There is a finitely based undecidable equational 2-variable theory
of semi groups .
There are other results of this kind in the literature . The equational theories arising
in this theorem are artificial, as are the presentations of semigroups and groups in the
preceding theorem-but not the relation algebra presentation .
Theorem.
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(1) (Tarski [1953]) The equational theory of relation algebras is undecidable .
(2) (Freese [1980]) The equational 5-variable theory of modular lattices is undecid-
able .
Building on the theorem of Freese, Christian Herrmann [1983] proved that even the
equational 4-variable theory of modular lattices is undecidable . Dedekind [1900] described
the free modular lattice on three free generators . It has 28 elements . As a consequence,
the equational 3-variable theory of modular lattices is decidable . It is interesting to
observe that the equational theory of lattices is decidable in polynomial time, that the
equational theory of distributive lattices is decidable, but it is co-NP-hard, and that the
equational theory of modular lattices is not decidable at all . The undecidability of the
equational theory of modular lattices implies that the elementary theory of lattices is
undecidable-an old result announced by Tarski [1949b] .
Let us return to our diagram . The results listed above are enough to insure that none
of the arrows can be reversed, with the possible exception of two . These are taken care
of by the next two theorems .
Theorem (Wells [1982]) . There is a finite set E of equations of a finite similarity type
such that the equational theory based on E is undecidable, but the equational n-variable
theory based on E is decidable, for each natural number n .
Theorem (Mekler, Nelson, and Shelah [1991] ) . There is a finite set E of equations
of a finite similarity type such that E does not have a uniformly recursively solvable word
problem, but every finite E-presentation has a recursively solvable word problem .
These theorems leave open one conceivable implication in the diagram .
Problem. Is there a finitely based undecidable equational theory with recursively solv-
able word problems?
Mekler, Nelson, and Shelah [1991] give an example of a recursively based undecidable
equational theory with recursively solvable word problems ; the similarity type is infinite .
3. Finite Axiomatizability
Many common equational theories, e .g. the theory of groups, the theory of rings, and
the theory of lattices, are finitely based almost by fiat : they are given by listing finitely
many equations . However, given such a familiar algebra as (N, +, •, T,1) (here n T m = n""
and N denotes the set of natural numbers) or such a small algebra as the semigroup of
all maps from and to a four element set, it may not be so clear whether the equational
theory of the algebra is finitely based .
Theorem (Lyndon [1951]) . Every two element algebra with only finitely many fun-
damental operations is finitely based .
This statement is deceptive in its simplicity. There are infinitely many distinct two
element algebras . Lyndon's proof depends on the difficult analysis of the lattice of clones
on a two-element set accomplished by Emil Post [1941] . Despite the difficulty of this proof,
it seems obvious that virtually everything about a finite algebra can be determined, since
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the algebra can be given by means of a finite list of finite tables, each describing how
to compute a fundamental operation . Surprisingly, Lyndon (1954] found a nonfinitely
based seven element algebra whose only essential fundamental operation is binary . These
discoveries of Lyndon led Alfred Tarski to pose the following problem :
Tarski's Finite Basis Problem. Is the set of finitely based finite algebras whose uni-
verses are subsets of the natural numbers and which have only finitely many fundamental
operations recursive?
This problem is still open . McKenzie [1984] showed that it reduces to the special case
of groupoids . It is not even known whether the set of finitely based finite groupoids is
recursively enumerable-or whether it is the complement of an r .e . set. Nevertheless,
much has been discovered .
Murskii [1965] presents a 3-element groupoid which is not finitely based. Murskii's
groupoid is a graph algebra, a notion introduced by C . Shallon [1979] . Let (V, E) be a
graph-V is a finite set of vertices and E is a set of undirected edges between vertices in
V . Let A = V U {0}, where 0
0
V, and define the binary operation o on A by
a if (a, b) E E ( )
a o b =
0 otherwise
3.1
The algebra (A, o) is called the graph algebra of the graph (V, E). Murskii's groupoid
is the graph algebra of
Theorem (Perkins [1966,69]) . Every commutative semigroup is finitely based .
An equational theory T is hereditarily finitely based provided every equational
theory (of the same similarity type) extending T is finitely based . Thus, the theory of
commutative semigroups is hereditarily finitely based . Many other equational theories
of semigroups have this property . Shevrin and Volkov [1985] survey, in depth, the ax-
iomatizability of equational theories of semigroups . Not every finite semigroup is finitely
based .
Theorem (Perkins [1966,69]) . The multiplicative semigroup consisting of the follow-
ing six matrices
(0 0) (0
11
(0 0) (0 0)
C
1 0) (0
11
is not finitely based
J J
.
• Q
1 2
The operation table for this groupoid is
1 20 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
2 0 2 2
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On the other hand, the most familiar kinds of finite algebras are finitely based .
Theorem.
(1) (Oates and Powell [1968]) Every finite group is finitely based.
(2) (Kruse [1973] and L'vov [1973]) Every finite ring is finitely based .
(3) (McKenzie [1970]) Every finite lattice is finitely based .
The proofs of the first two parts have some similarities . The last part is different . In
1972, Kirby Baker announced a considerable extension :
Theorem (Baker [1977]) . Every finite algebra with only finitely many fundamental
operations which belongs to a congruence distributive variety is finitely based.
The variety of lattices is congruence distributive, as are most varieties algebras con-
nected with logic (Heyting algebras, cylindric algebras, DeMorgan algebras, relation
algebras, . . .) . The variety of groups and the variety of rings are not congruence distribu-
tive, but they are congruence modular. Efforts to find the appropriate general setting for
the results of Oates and Powell and of Kruse and L'vov have yet to bear a fully satisfying
result. The next two theorems are significant steps in promising directions . The theory
of the commutator for congruence modular varieties offers the means to frame many of
the concepts of group theory in a more general setting . In particular, the notions of an
Abelian algebra and of a nilpotent algebra are available . Roughly speaking, an Abelian
algebra is little different from a module over some ring and a nilpotent algebra is one
that is almost Abelian . (See Freese and McKenzie [1987] for a precise account .) The
theorem formulated next is due to Ralph Freese, who generalized a similar result of M .
Vaughan-Lee [1983] . The proof can be found in Freese and McKenzie [1987] .
Theorem. Every finite nilpotent algebra with only finitely many fundamental operations
which belongs to a congruence modular variety and which is the direct product of algebras
of prime power cardinality is finitely based .
This theorem does not generalize the results of Oates and Powell (or of Kruse and
L'vov) since there are plenty of finite groups which are neither nilpotent nor the direct
product of algebras of prime power cardinality . JSnsson [1967] proved that any congruence
distributive variety generated by a finite algebra is residually small . So the next theorem
generalizes Baker's finite basis theorem above .
Theorem (McKenzie [1987]) . Every finite algebra with finitely many fundamental
operations which belongs to a residually small congruence modular variety is finitely
based .
These last two theorems have surprisingly little overlap . This is so since Freese and
McKenzie [1981] have shown that a residually small congruence modular variety con-
tains no non-Abelian nilpotent algebra. This observation means that the converse of
McKenzie's theorem cannot hold. The inviting prospect of eliminating the hypothesis
of residual smallness from this theorem-obtaining a theorem like Baker's, with "modu-
lar" in place of "distributive" -is closed out by a series of counterexamples . The earliest
was a nonfinitely based finite bilinear algebra given by Polin [1976] . Oates-MacDonald
and Vaughan-Lee [1978] gave a nonfinitely based finite nonassociative ring, Vaughan-Lee
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[1979] gave a nonfinitely based finite loop, and R. Bryant [1982] constructed a finite
group G which has an element p such that when p is given the status of a distinguished
element, the resulting "pointed group" (G,p) is not finitely based . In the early 1970's,
Bjarni Jonsson speculated that every finite algebra with finitely many fundamental op-
erations which belongs to a residually small variety might be finitely based .
Problem. Is every finite algebra with only finitely many fundamental operations which
belongs to a residually small variety finitely based?
If Jdnsson's speculation turns out to be correct, then the hypothesis of congruence mod-
ularity may be eliminated from the theorem above .
The examples of nonfinitely based finite algebras mentioned above, perhaps with the
exception of the Perkins' semigroup of 2 x 2 matrices, all have an ad hoc quality . This
conclusion is reinforced by
Theorem (Murskil [1975]) . Denote by N(k) the number of groupoids with universe
{0,1, . . . , k - 1} and by Q(k) the number of groupoids on the same set which are non-
finitely based. Then
lim
Q(k)
= 0 .
k-+oo N(k)
In the late 1970's the notion of inherently nonfinitely based finite algebras emerged in
the work of Murskii and Perkins--see Murskii [1979] and Perkins [1984] . A finite algebra
A with finitely many fundamental operations is said to be inherently nonfinitely
based provided A is not a member of any locally finite finitely based variety . Any variety
generated by a finite algebra is locally finite-so every inherently nonfinitely based finite
algebra is nonfinitely based. Also, if an inherently nonfinitely based algebra belongs to
the variety generated by a finite algebra A, then A is itself inherently nonfinitely based :
the inherent nonfinite basis property is contagious .
Murskii [1979] proved that the 3-element groupoid given in Murskii [1965] is inherently
nonfinitely based . Perkins [1984] gave the first generous sufficient conditions for a finite
algebra to be inherently nonfinitely based . McNulty and Shallon [1983] sharpen the results
of Murskii and Perkins and analyze most of the known nonfinitely based finite algebras,
attempting to discover which ones among them are inherently nonfinitely based . For
instance the next theorem extends one from Perkins [1984] . Call an algebra A collapse-
free provided t %z x is true in A only if t is the variable x . Let A be a groupoid . An
element a E A is a unit iff ab = ba = b for all b E A; a is a zero iff ab = ba = a for all
b E
A-neither zeros nor units need have the status of fundamental operations.
Theorem (McNulty and Shallon [1983]) . Every finite nonassociative collapse-free
groupoid with a unit and a zero is inherently non finitely based.
Jeiek [1985] presents three inherently nonfinitely based 3-element idempotent groupoids .
Baker, McNulty, and Werner [1989] provide a very broad but technical sufficient condition
for a finite algebra to be inherently nonfinitely based . One consequence is
Theorem (Baker, McNulty, Werner [1987]) . A graph G has a finitely based graph
algebra if and only if G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to one of the four graphs
below. Every non finitely based graph algebra is inherently non finitely based .
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Q4 Q
The techniques of Baker, McNulty, and Werner do not seem to apply to algebras with
associative operations . Mark Sapir has made a breakthrough for semigroups . In view of
the associative law, in discussing this result parentheses will be discarded and terms will
be taken to be words: we would write, for instance, xyxzx instead of ((xy)((xz)x)) . A
word w is called an isoterm of the semigroup S provided w and u are the same whenever
the equation w ;z~ u is true in S . The words Z„ are defined by the following recursion
scheme :
Zo = xo
Zk+i = Zkxk+,Zk
for every natural number k
Theorem (Sapir [1987a]) . A finite semigroup S is inherently nonfinitely based if and
only if Z,, is an isoterm of S, for every natural number n.
Theorem (Sapir [1987b]) . There is an algorithm for determining whether a finite
semigroup is inherently nonfinitely based .
Using Sapir's results, it is not difficult to prove that Perkins' semigroup of six 2 x 2
matrices is inherently nonfinitely based. It follows that the multiplicative semigroup of all
2 x 2 matrices over the 2-element field is also inherently nonfinitely based-contrasting
with the results of Kruse and L'vov according to which the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over
the 2-element field must be finitely based .
Quite recently, I. M. Isaev [1989] has shown how to construct finite nonassociative
rings which are inherently nonfinitely based . Since any (nonassociative) ring generates a
congruence modular variety, this closes out the possibility of extending Baker's Theorem
to read "Any finite algebra with only finitely many fundamental operations which belongs
to a congruence modular variety cannot be inherently nonfinitely based ."
It is not difficult to prove that the algebras (N, +), (N, .), and (N, +,) are all finitely
based (familiar equations suffice). Consider the algebras
N = ( N,+, •, 1)
N1
where n j m = nm for natural numbers n and m. In his High School Algebra Prob-
lem, Tarski asked whether these algebras are finitely based, and in particular, whether
bases for them could be assembled from the following handful of equations ordinarily
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xT1szz x 1Tx :..x
Charles Martin [1973] proved that N is not finitely based, but he was unable to obtain
the same result for N1 . A. Wilkie, in an unpublished manuscript circa 1980, found an
equation true in N1 which cannot be deduced from the eleven equations above. Tarski's
High School Algebra Problem has been solved recently . For each natural number n > 0,
let Sn denote the equation
(A2n
+ B.)x(C,x, + Dn)2x
;:t: (Ax +
Bn) 2
'
(Cns + Dn t ) x
where A = 1 + x, Bn
= Et<n X', CII =
1 + xn , and Dn =
Lri<n
x2 ' . Of course, 2
abbreviates 1 + 1 here . These equations are related to Wilkie's equation and they are all
true in N1 .
Theorem (R. Gurevie [1990]) . For every finite set r of equations true in the algebra
N1, there is an odd n > 3 and a finite algebra G such that r is true in G but bn is false
in G. Therefore, N1 is not finitely based.
4. Lattices of Equational Theories
Let o be any similarity type and let L be the set of all equational theories of type o .
Set-inclusion orders the equational theories according to means of proof: the larger theory
has more theorems. L is lattice ordered by set-inclusion-the meet in this lattice is just
intersection and the join of a collection C of equational theories is just the equational
theory based on U C. We use L to denote this lattice-or L(o) if we need to emphasize
its dependence on o . L is an algebraic lattice-its compact members are exactly the
finitely based equational theories-and it has the additional property that its largest
element is compact, since the largest element is just the theory based on x ;zz y . Let T be
any equational theory. By LT we denote the sublattice of L comprised of all equational
theories which include T. Thus if T were the equational theory of all groups, then LT
would be the lattice of all equational theories of groups and one of the members of LT
would be the equational theory of Abelian groups .
The Lattice of Equational Theories Problem (Birkhoff [1946]) . Find an algebraic
characterization of those lattices which can be isomorphic to LT (o) for some similarity
type o and some equational theory T .
This problem is still open, but work on it has led to many of the results described
below. Maltsev was instrumental in attracting attention to this problem-see Maltsev
[1968)-and it is sometimes referred to as "Maltsev's Problem ."
Call o bold iff there is an operation symbol of type o with rank at least 2 or there
are at least two unary operation symbols of type o; call o meek if it is not bold . We
call a term meek iff it is a term of some meek similarity type . Terms which are not
meek are called bold . (Note: bold similarity types may have meek terms .) The lattices
L(o), where o is meek, have been completely described in Jeiek [1970), extending work
of Jacobs and Schwabauer [1966] and A .D. Bol'bot [1970) . L(o), where o is bold, is very
intricate .
taught to high school students .
x+y~.y+x
x •y ~y'x x'(y+z)
;ZZ
x'y+x . z
x+(y+z)(x+y)+z x .(y
.z)~(x .y) .z 1-x ;:t: x
(x . y)T z^-(xT z) .
(yT z) xT (y+z) ;z:~(xI y) - (xT z) xT (y •z)^ (xT y)T z
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Theorem (McKenzie [1971]) . Let a be a bold similarity type and T be an equational
theory of type a . If t
k;
s E T, for some terms t ,-E s, then T covers at least one member
of L(a) .
Theorem (McNulty [1981]) . Let a be a similarity type and T be a finitely based
equational theory of type a . If t ,: x E T for some bold term t, then T covers at least
2x° members of L(a) .
This theorem extends a result in Kalicki [1955] . For bold similarity types, L is very
large .
Theorem (Jetek [1977]) . Let a be any countable similarity type and let.K be any
algebraic lattice with only countably many compact elements . Then K is isomorphic with
some interval in L(a) .
In particular every finite lattice is an interval in L(a). This entails that the lattices L(a)
satisfy only those equations of lattice theory which hold in every lattice . This theorem
extends earlier work of Burris and Nelson [1971a, 1971b] .
Fix a similarity type a . The multiplicity type of a is the sequence
(
Mo, ml,
M2 . . . .
},
where Mk is the number of distinct operation symbols of similarity type a with rank
k, for each natural number k . Two similarity types which have the same multiplicity
type can be regarded as equivalent, since the only distinction between them is the actual
"shape" of the operation symbols . Evidently, if a and r have the same multiplicity type,
then L(a) is isomorphic with L(r) .
Theorem (McKenzie [1971]) . Let a and T be similarity types. L(a) is isomorphic
with L(r) iff a and r have the same multiplicity type .
Thus, the multiplicity type of a can be recovered from the isomorphism type of L(a),
for any similarity type a .
Theorem (Jetek [1981-86]) . Let L be the lattice of all equational theories of some
fixed similarity type. Each of the following sets is definable in L by an elementary formula
in the language of lattices :
(1) The set of all finitely based equational theories.
(2) The set of all one-based equational theories .
(3) {O(T) : 0 is an automorphism of L}, for any finitely based equational theory T .
(4) The set of all equational theories of finite algebras .
(5) {O(T) : 0 is an automorphism of L}, where T is the equational theory of any finite
algebra, provided the similarity type is finite .
This theorem is a tour de force. It builds on the work of McKenzie [1971], where a
number of familiar equational theories were shown to have definable orbits . The fact
that many sets are definable supports the view that the structure of L is rich . Algebras
with intricate structure are expected to have few automorphisms . On the other hand,
L may well have automorphisms. Suppose that there are two 3-ary operation symbols
G and H. Let 4P be a map from terms to terms which interchanges the G's with the
H's. So (D(HxGxyzHyxz) = GxHxyzGyxz . Such a map induces a map of equations to
equations, which yields a map that takes equational theories to equational theories . Such
a map is an automorphism of L . Another kind of automorphism is induced by "permuting
positions" within an operation symbol. For example, suppose T is a map from terms to
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terms defined by 'Y(Hstr) = HT(t)T(r)AP(s) and $(t) = t if t is a term not beginning
with H. So 'Y(HxGxyzHyxz) = HGxyzHxzyx . '1' also induces an automorphism of L .
Automorphisms generated by those induced by interchanging symbols and "permuting
positions" are called obvious automorphisms .
Theorem (Jefek [1981-86]) . Let L be the lattice of all equational theories of some
fixed bold similarity type. Every automorphism of L is obvious .
Addressing The Lattice of Equational Theories Problem more directly, we have the
following theorem, which was announced independently by Kogalovskii .
Theorem (Pigozzi and Tardos [1991]) . Let K be an algebraic lattice whose largest
element is compact. If K has exactly one maximal member, then there is a similarity
type o and an equational theory T such that K is isomorphic with LT (a) .
However much the theorems above suggest otherwise, there are algebraic lattices with
compact largest element-even finite lattices-which are isomorphic to no lattice of the
form LT(v) . The nth zipper condition is the following statement :
Ifx0V . . .Vxn . 1andxiAy _ zforalli<n, then y -- z .
Here 1 denotes the largest element of a lattice . The 0th zipper condition holds in every
lattice with a largest element .
Theorem (Lampe [1986]) . Let T be any equational theory. LT satisfies the nth zipper
condition for every natural number n.
This theorem makes it possible to find finite lattices K which are not isomorphic to
LT for any equational theory T . One such is the lattice M3 diagrammed below .
Lampe's Theorem suggests that the class of lattices of the form LT might have interesting
structural properties .
5. Undecidable Properties of Finite Sets of Equations
Is the following list of equations a base for the equational theory of Boolean alge-
bras? (Here we construe Boolean algebras using meet and complementation as the only
fundamental operations .)
xAx %z~ x
	
xA(yAz) sk~ (xAy)Az
xAy,m.yAx ((xAy) A(xAy ) ) ;z x
Does the group with presentation (a, bja4 ;zz e, azb`2 ;zz e, abab-1 ;:t: e) have more than one
element? Questions like these may be addressed individually, but we may wish to have
an algorithm for settling them on a more wholesale basis . We will say a property P of
finite sets of equations of similarity type o is decidable iff the set
{E : E is a finite set of equations of type v which has P}
is recursive . There are some interesting positive results, but most properties turn out to be
undecidable. The group presented above has 8 elements-it is the group of quaternions .
It is unknown whether the listed equations form a base for the equational theory of
Boolean algebras-although it is an amusing exercise to prove that any finite algebra in
which these equations hold is a Boolean algebra .
Perhaps the earliest work in this domain is that of Markov [1951] dealing with prop-
erties of finite presentations. Let E be any set of equations of some fixed finite similarity
type. Let P be a property of finite E-presentations. (Formally, we take P to be a set of
finite presentations .) P is said to be a Markov property over E provided each of the
following conditions holds :
(i.) If II and St are finite E-presentations of isomorphic algebras and II E P, then Q E P .
(ii .) There is some finite E-presentation in P .
(iii.) There is a finite E-presentation II such that if S2 is any finite E-presentation such
that the algebra presented by II is embeddable in the algebra presented by SZ, then
S2
0
P.
In essence, the first condition asserts that P is almost a property of finitely presented alge-
bras. By an abuse of language, it is common to refer to Markov properties of algebras-for
example finiteness is said to be a Markov property of groups . If P is hereditary, in the
sense that any finitely presented subalgebra of an algebra with presentation in P has a
presentation again in P, then the last condition can be simplified to the existence of a fi-
nite E-presentation not in P . We say that P is a Markov property of semigroups, groups,
etc. when E is a base for the theory of semigroups, groups, etc . (and the similarity type
is fixed accordingly) .
Theorem.
(1) (Markov [1951]) Every Markov property of semigroups is undecidable .
(2) (Addison [1954] and Feeney [1954]) Every Markov property of cancellation
semigroups is undecidable .
(3) (Adjan [1958) and Rabin [1958]) Every Markov property of groups is undecid-
able .
Very many properties of groups interesting from the algebraists' viewpoint are either
Markov properties or the complements of Markov properties . Among these are nontrivi-
ality (=havingmore than one element), finiteness, being cyclic, being Abelian, being free
in the variety of groups, and solvability . Other properties, while not Markov properties
in their own right, can be shown undecidable either through their close connection to
Markov properties or directly by using the tools employed in the proofs of this theorem .
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Simplicity is a property of this kind. In fact, these results are so strong that little work
was done on these topics for some twenty years . Recently, however, more work has been
directed at the decidability of properties of presentations of monoids---work motivated
by developments in string rewriting theory . See Book [1987] .
For properties of finite sets of equations in general, there is no single overpowering
theorem. There is, however, a pattern of interlocking results according to which many
properties of finite sets of equations are seen to be undecidable . The earliest results are
those of Perkins [1966-67], many of which were generalized . In particular, Perkins proved
that each of the following properties is an undecidable property of finite sets of equations,
provided only that the similarity type is rich enough .
(i .) Strong consistency.
(ii.) Being the base of a decidable equational theory .
(iii .) Being the base of an equationally complete equational theory .
(iv .) Being the base of the equational theory of a finite algebra .
Let P be a property of finite sets of equations of similarity type a . We say that P is
closed under logical equivalence iff whenever r E P and A is a finite set of equations
such that r and A are bases of the same equational theory, then A E P . A property
which is closed under logical equivalence might be regarded as a property of finitely based
equational theories . We call the similarity type a strong provided there is at least one
operation symbol of type a which has rank at least 2 .
Let a and p be two similarity types and let A be a set of equations in type Q and
O be a set of equations in type p . We say that A is a term reduct of O provided
for each fundamental operation symbol Q of type a there is a term dQ of type p in
variables xo, x1, . . . , x,._1, where r is the rank of Q, such that for every infinite model
A = (A, QA , . . .) of A there is an algebra B, with the same universe as A, which is
a model of O such that QA = dB for every operation symbol Q of type a . Roughly
speaking, A is a term reduct of O if all of the infinite models of A can be obtained from
those of O by regarding a certain system of term operations of type p as the fundamental
operations of type a .
Theorem (McNulty [1976b] ) . Let a be a strong similarity type and let P be a property
of finite sets of equations of type a which is closed under logical equivalence . If {x .^s
y}
E P and there is a strongly consistent finite set E of equations such that E is not a
term reduct of any finite set of equations with property P, then P is undecidable .
The following properties are seen to be undecidable on the basis of this theorem : being
the base of a locally finite variety, being the base of a variety which is residually finite (or
residually small), having an infinite simple model, and having simple models of arbitrarily
large infinite cardinality.
Theorem (McNulty [1976b)). Let a be a strong similarity type and let P be a property
of finite sets of equations of type a which is closed under logical equivalence. If there is
some finite set of equations with property P and for each r with P there is a term tr in
which both x and y occur such that r i-
tr
P::
x, then P is undecidable .
The theory of Maltsev conditions supplies many properties which are undecidable
according to this theorem . Among them are being the base of a congruence permutable
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(or distributive or modular) variety and being the base of congruence regular variety . We
also draw the following corollary.
Corollary. Let T be a finitely based equational theory in a strong similarity type such
that there is a term t in which both x and y occur such that t -- x E T. The set of finite
bases of T is not recursive.
There are stronger versions of this corollary due to McNulty [1976a] and Murskii [1971] :
the corollary remains true even if the similarity type and the term t are only bold . Thus
the most commonly encountered finitely based equational theories (groups, rings, lattices,
etc.) are base undecidable in the sense that the set of finite bases of such a theory will not
be recursive . This sort of undecidability sheds light on the difficulty of Tarski's Finite
Basis Problem. For a fixed finite algebra A one cannot expect to have an algorithm for
answering the questions "Is the finite set E a base for A?" as E ranges over finite sets of
equations.
The next theorem is an analog of the classical Theorem of Rice [1953] .
Theorem (Murskil [1971] and McNulty [1976b]) . Let a be a similarity type with
some operation symbol ofrank at least 2 or with at least three unary operation symbols.
Let 0 be any set of equations of type a . The set
{E : E F- 0 and E is a finite strongly consistent set of equations}
is recursive iff 0 has no finite strongly consistent extensions .
Most of the known undecidable properties of finite sets of equations, which are closed
under logical equivalence, can be obtained as consequences of the theorems above, or
at any rate from the proofs of these theorems . The original properties proven undecid-
able by Perkins, under some restrictions on the similarity type, were shown in McNulty
[1976a,b] and in Murskii [1971] to be undecidable as long as the similarity type is bold .
These extensions are not corollaries of the theorems above, but they rely on techniques
underlying those theorems . The next theorem provides a sample of further results of this
kind .
Theorem. Let a be similarity type. Each of the following properties of finite sets E of
equations of type ais undecidable .
(1) (O'Dunlaing [1983]) E is logically equivalent to a confluent term rewriting sys-
tem, provided a is bold .
(2) (O'Ddnlaing [1983]) E is logically equivalent to a confluent and terminating term
rewriting system, provided a is bold .
(3) (Murskii [1971]) E is the base of an hereditarily finitely based equational theory,
provided a is strong.
(4) (McNulty [1976b]) E is a logically irredundant set of equations, provided a is
bold .
(5) (Pigozzi, cf. McNulty [1976b]) E is logically equivalent to an irredundant set
ofn equations, provided a is bold and n is any positive integer .
(6) (Kalfa [1985]) E is a base for a variety with the joint embedding property, provided
a is bold and has at least one constant symbol .
Many of the results listed above were first proved for various restricted similarity types .
See the papers Perkins [1966-67] and Smith [1972] . The results of O'Dunlaing [1983] were
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formulated for Thue systems over alphabets with at least four letters . Such results are
easy to formulate as statements about sets of equations with unary operation symbols-
in this case four of them . In this formulation, they fit into the framework of McNulty
[1976b] and can be proved for any bold similarity type .
Unlike the results above, those listed in the theorem below require other techniques .
Those due to Pigozzi represent a significant extension of the ideas developed for the
theorems above, while McKenzie's results were obtained by substantially different means .
Theorem. Let a be a strong similarity type. Each of the properties below is an unde-
cidable property of finite sets of equations of type o, .
(1) (McKenzie [19751) E has a finite model with more than one element .
(2) (Pigozzi [1976]) The variety of algebras based on E has the amalgamation prop-
erty.
(3) (Pigozzi [1976]) The variety of algebras based on E has the Schreier property.
Nearly all the properties above are closed under logical equivalence, irredundance be-
ing the exception . There are also known undecidable properties of finite sets of equations
which are not closed under logical equivalence . These are significant from the perspective
of term rewriting systems. Equations and rewrite rules are the same thing-they are
just ordered pairs of terms . For properties closed under logical equivalence the leftside-
rightside distinction in equations is neglected . For term rewriting theory, this distinction
is crucial. Among the undecidable properties of finite sets of equations in any bold similar-
ity type one finds: confluence (Bauer and Otto [1984]), termination (Huet and Lankford
[1978], Dershowitz [1987]), and selfembedding (Plaisted [1985]) . It would be interesting
to see some broad sufficient conditions for the undecidability of properties not closed
under logical equivalence .
Finally, we consider some very specialized presentations . A E-presentation (Gil:') is
full provided
i. E is the empty set,
ii. Every equation in t has the form Qaoa1 . . . a,._1 .: b where Q is an operation
symbol (and r is its rank) and ao, a,_ ., ar_1 i b E G,
iii. For each operation symbol Q and all ao
, al, . . . , ar-1 E
G, where r is the rank of
Q, there is a unique b E G. such that Qao . . . a r _1 ;t: b E r.
Of course, the algebra presented by a full presentation (GJI') has universe G and I'
amounts to complete description of each of the operations . So a finite full presentation
differs in no essential way from a finite algebra and we will refer to properties of finite
algebras instead of properties of finite full presentations .
Most properties of finite algebras which have some natural appeal seem to be decidable .
In fact, there do not appear to be any interesting properties of finite algebras which are
known to be undecidable . In the theorem below, A
=-e
B means A and B are algebras
with the same equational theory .
Theorem. Fix any finite similarity type . Each of the following sets is recursive.
(1) (Kalicki [1952]) {(A.B) : A and B are finite algebras with A B} .
(2) (Scott [1956]) JA : A is a finite equationally complete algebra} .
(3) {A : A is a finite algebra which generates a congruence modular variety} .
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In the last item of this theorem, "modular" can be replaced by "permutable" or "dis-
tributive" or by a number of other similar properties . Roughly speaking, these positive
results flow from the fact that each finitely generated free algebra in the variety generated
by a finite algebra A is finite and can be constructed from A by effective means . The
properties listed can all be determined by examining such free algebras . For instance,
Day [1969] proved that A generates a congruence modular variety iff the free algebra on
4 generators in the variety has a modular congruence lattice .
Although there are no known appealing but undecidable properties of finite algebras,
the following questions are open and appear to be very challenging . To be explicit, the
type of groupoids is specified, but the problems are interesting in any strong finite simi-
larity type .
Decision Problems For Finite Algebras
Is {A : A is a finitely based finite groupoid } recursive? This is just Tarski's Finite
Basis Problem .
Is {A : A is a finite groupoid which generates a residually large variety} recursive?
6. Doing Mathematics Via Equations
While many of the most familiar kinds of mathematical structures can be specified
by sets of equations, the scope of equational logic seems restricted in both its expressive
power and its means of proof. Equational logic is a very simple fragment of first order
logic, bereft of both quantifiers and connectives. The straightforward character of both
the syntactical elements (terms and proofs) and the semantical elements (free algebras
and varieties) of equational logic stem from the simplicity of this fragment .
As indicated by the earliest undecidability results of Post and Markov, equational logic
does offer the means to capture fully the notion of computability-i .e. Turing machines
may be simulated by certain kinds of finite semigroup presentations. So equational logic
admits a certain level of complexity. Actually, equational logic embodies the full scope
of mathematics, in about the same sense as first-order logic .
Building on the earlier work of C . S. Peirce [1880] and E . Schroder [1890-05], in the
1940's Alfred Tarski formulated the notion of a relation algebra. A relation algebra
is an algebra (A, A, V, •, -,, 1') such that (A, A, V, -) is a Boolean algebra, (A, •, 1') is a
monoid, and each of the following equations holds :
(1')' %z:; 1' (x V y)"-- x"V y ,
(x".(x .y) )Ay--x Ax
As an example, take A to be the collection of all binary relations on an arbitrary set U,
give A the Boolean operations of union, intersection and complementation by regarding
A as the power set of U 2 , and define the remaining operations so that
R • S = { (a, b) : ( a, c) E Rand (c, b) E S for some c E U}
R" = {(a, b) : (b, a) E R}
1' ={(a,a) :aEU}
x •(yVz) ;Z:~ (x .y)V(x .z) (x •y ) v ;Z~ y y •
x"
(x' ) v im x (x ) V ;Z~ (x') -
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So • denotes composition, " denotes converse, and 1' denotes the identity relation . The
class of relation algebras is axiomatized by equations . Under the intended interpretation
just described the Boolean operations can be made to do the work of logical connectives
and the operation • supplies a quantifier. For example, the equation
r •r <r
expresses the property that r is transitive . This property is usually specified by
Vxyz[xry&yrz -- xrz]
A more telling example is the Axiom of Extensionality, found in virtually all systems of
set theory. This axiom asserts that two sets are the same if they have the same members .
This axiom is usually formalized as the following first-order sentence :
Vxy[Vz[zEx- zEy]-x=y]
Notice that E denotes membership-a binary relation . To reduce this first-order sentence
to an equation of relation algebra about E just consider the following steps :
Vxy[3z[(z E x&z
0
y) or (z
0
x&z E y)] or x = y]
Vxy[3z[z E x&z y] or 3z[z
0 x&z E y]
or x = y]
Vxy[xE • yorx0 - -Eyorx=y]
Vxy[xE - •E - yorxE - Eyorxl'y]
Vxy[x((E
- • E - ) V (E - v • E) V 1')y]
(EV •E -)V(E-` •E )V1' ;Ze 1
Using this idea, it is possible to translate sentences of first order logic into equations,
so long as the sentences contain no more than three distinct variables (though these may
occur any number of times) . The translation runs into essential difficulties on sentences
with more than three variables . Roughly speaking, what Tarski was able to do was the
following . Suppose that T is any first order theory which is strong enough to define a
pairing function by means of a formula with no more than three variables, and suppose
for simplicity that the only nonlogical symbol of T is a binary relation symbol E . Expand
the similarity type of relation algebras by an additional constant symbol e . There is a
map * from first order sentences to ground equations in this expanded type such that
T I- (D iff E U T* I
for every first order sentence 4P, where E is the finite set of equations forming a base for the
theory of relation algebras together with the ground equation asserting that the specified
functions are indeed pairing functions. (This can be rendered as a ground equation since
the defining fromulas use only three variables .) The map * is too technical to describe
here, but it is a natural kind of map which uses the pairing functions to quantify over
arbitrary finite sequences of variables as if they were single variables . It is reasonable
to view E U T* as just another presentation of T, rather than merely as some coded
version of T. The theories which can be taken for T in this context include virtually
every version of set theory-including Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory and Godel-Bernays
set theory-as well as elementary Peano arithmetic and even the elementary theory of
real closed fields. This theorem of Tarski's is probably the most difficult result mentioned
in this field guide . A full exposition of it can be found in Tarski and Givant [1987] .
The equational theory of relation algebras is extremely rich . Because it offers the
scope in which to view the whole of mathematics via equations, it offers a challenging
and worthwhile arena in which to test and develop the tools of equational logic .
6.1 . WHERE TO FIND IT
The literature in equational logic and its companion, the theory of varieties, is fairly
extensive . Here is a guide to that part which may be less familiar to those working in
term rewriting .
General References
In the mid-1960's four books where written giving a general overview of universal
algebra and the theory of varieties. They are Cohn [1965], Gratzer [1968], Pierce [1968],
and Maltsev [1973] . Of these, Gratzer's book is the most comprehensive and it soon
became the standard reference . The publication of Maltsev's book was delayed by his
untimely death in 1967. The larger portion of work done in the theory of varieties and in
equational logic has been accomplished since these books first appeared . The text Burris
and Sankappanavar [1981] supplies much of the background necessary to this guide .
R. Freese, R. McKenzie, G. McNulty, and W. Taylor have undertaken a four volume
exposition of the field . It is called "Algebras, Lattices, Varieties ." The second volume
should appear soon . The first volume is McKenzie, McNulty, and Taylor [1987] .
Specialized Monographs
A deeper understanding of the field is available through monographs of a more spe-
cialized kind .
(1) Freese and McKenzie [1987] provide a detailed account of the theory of congruence
modular varieties ; their principal tool is the commutator operation on congruences.
Included among the congruence modular varieties are almost all of the varieties
arising from classical mathematical considerations .
(2) Hobby and McKenzie [1988] lays the foundation for a far reaching theory of locally
finite varieties, a theory which goes under the name "tame congruence theory" .
This theory is probably the most significant development in the whole field . Kiss
and Prohle [1992] gives an account of further problems and results concerning tame
congruence theory.
(3) McKenzie and Valenote [1989] establishes that a locally finite variety has a decid-
able elementary theory iff it has very strong internal structural properties, some-
what like those exhibited by Abelian groups .
(4) Szendrei [1986] gives an account of recent developments in the theory of clones,
especially clones of operations on finite sets . While the significance of clone theory
in the body of this field guide seems difficult to discern, this is largely due to
concerns for the brevity. In fact, equational logic, the theory of varieties, and clone
theory are really three facets of the same jewel . The developments in clone theory
portend surprising results about equational theories and varieties .
(5) Tarski and Givant [1987] gives a full account of the work begun in Tarski [1941]
and reported briefly in Tarski [1953] . The richness of equational logic and of the
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equational theory of relation algebras is made apparent in this monograph . Section
6 above gave a superficial account of just one aspect of this important work .
(6) Taylor [1986] is likely to be counted the seminal paper in the emerging field of
topological universal algebra . In this monograph, the emphasis is on the clone of a
topological space .
Other Surveys
Each of the following surveys may also be informative : Tarski [1968], Henkin [1977],
Taylor [1979], and McNulty [1983] . McNulty [1989] is an earlier version of this guide itself.
Gratzer [1979] is the second edition of Gratzer [1968] . The new edition differs from the
earlier work chiefly by the addition of seven appendices, written by leading contributors
to the field, each surveying important contributions made in the decade between 1967
and 1978. Jonsson [1980] surveys the work in congruence varieties and Maltsev condi-
tions, giving many proofs . Neither Maltsev conditions nor congruence varieties have been
mentioned in this field guide . Roughly speaking, some very powerful algebraic properties
of a variety of algebras are reflected as equations holding in the congruence lattices of
the algebras in the variety. Indeed, in the guide hypotheses like congruence modularity
and congruence distributivity have made an appearance. This topic would have been the
next to include, had this field guide more space .
Journals
A glance through the bibliography to follow shows that articles in the field are published
in a wide assortment of journals and a number of conference proceedings . There are two
journals that include the field among their priorities : Algebra Universalis and Algebra i
Logika (translated as Algebra and Logic) .
6.2 . A LITTLE LEXICON OF ALGEBRA AND LOGIC
This little lexicon is intended to supply brief definitions or descriptions of the basic
notions used in this field guide . A fuller account, a development of most of the rele-
vant underlying theory, and examples for notions mentioned in the lexicon can be found
in McKenzie, McNulty, and Taylor [1987] . The lexicon is ordered lexicographically (of
course) . It can be perused by the curious and referred to at need . It also sets forth the
notation used in the guide .
Algebra : An algebra A = (A, F) is a system such that A is a nonempty set, called
the universe of A, and F is a system of finitary operations on A, which are called the
fundamental operations of A. Generally, algebras are denoted by boldface capitals while
their universes are denoted by the corresponding italic-for example, A denotes the
universe of A. The cardinality of an algebra is taken to be the cardinality of its universe .
F is a function who values are operations . The domain of F is called the set of operation
symbols of A, which we denote be OA . We always assume that no variables belong to
OA. Usually, we list the values of F if that is convenient : (Z, +, -, ,1) denotes the ring
of integers .
Algebraic Lattice : An algebraic lattice is one that is complete and generated by its
compact elements. According to the Gratzer-Schmidt Theorem (cf . Gratzer [1979]) a
lattice is algebraic iff it is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of some algebra .
Amalgamation Property : A variety' V has the amalgamation property provided that
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whenever A, B, C E V with embeddings f : A - B and g : A - C, there exist D E V
and embeddings g' : B - D and f' : C - D such that g' o f = f' og . A set E of equations
has the amalgamation property iff the variety of all models of E has the amalgamation
property.
Automorphism: An automorphism of an algebra A is a one-to-one map from A onto
A which preserves all the fundamental operations of A .
Base: A set E of equations is a base for the equational theory T provided E C T and
every equation in T is a logical consequence of E . E is said to be a base for the algebra
A or the variety V provided it is a base of the equational theory of AA or V, as the case
may be.
Clone : A clone on the set U is a collection of finitary operations on U which includes all
the projection functions and is closed under composition of operations . The collection of
all clones on a nonempty set U is lattice ordered under set-inclusion .
Compact Element: An element a of a complete lattice L is compact provided if a < VX,
then a < VF, for some finite subset F C X .
Complete Lattice : A lattice L is complete provided every subset of L has both a least
upper bound and a greatest lower bound . Note that every complete lattice must have a
smallest element-we denote it by 0-and a largest element-we denote it by 1 .
Congruence: A congruence of an algebra A is an equivalence relation on A which is also
a subalgebra of A2 ; in other words, it is invariant under the coordinatewise application
of each fundamental operation of A. The congruences of A are exactly the kernels of
the homomorphisms from A into other algebras . The congruences of A constitute an
algebraic lattice under set inclusion .
Congruence Modular, Distributive, Permutable, . . . : An algebra is said to be con-
gruence modular (distributive) provide its congruence lattice is modular (distributive) .
An algebra is congruence permutable provided ¢o0 = Bo ' for any two congruences
0
and
0, where o denotes composition of relations. A variety is said to be congruence modular,
distributive, permutable, . . ., provided each algebra in the variety has the property .
Constants: Another name for operation symbols of rank 0 .
Cover: Let L be a lattice and let a, b E L . We say that a covers b provided a > b and if
a > c > b, then either a = c or c = b, for any c E L .
Direct Product : The direct product of a system of similar algebras is obtained by
forming the direct (i .e. Cartesian) product of their universes and endowing it with fun-
damental operations defined coordinatewise .
Distributive : A lattice is distributive if the following equation holds :
xA(yVz)~. (xAy)V(xAz)
Elementary Sentence : This is another name for a sentence of first-order logic . These
are the sentences built up from atomic formulas-which denote fundamental finitary
relations holding between elements of some universe of discourse-by means of logical
connectives: conjunction (and), disjunction (or), implication, and negation, and by means
of quantifiers ( e.g. Vx and 3x) which bind variables ranging over elements of the universe
of discourse . The word "elementary" refers to this restriction to elements, as opposed,
for example, to subsets. The logic of elementary sentences is far from being simple .
Equation: An equation is an ordered pair of terms . Ordinarily we write s st: t instead of
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(s, t),
where s and t are terms.
s ~%-- t is an equation of similarity type v provided s and t
are terms of type a. Equations are also called rewrite rules
.
Equational Completeness: An equational theory is equationally complete if it is a
maximal strongly consistent equational theory. An algebra is equationally complete if its
equational theory is equationally complete .
Equational Theory : Let a be a similarity type . An equational theory of type v is a
set T of equations of type a such that if s ;:t: t is an equation of type a and s .: t is a
logical consequence of T, then s t E T . In other words, equational theories are sets
of
equations which are closed with respect to logical consequence. The equational theory
of
an algebra is just the set of all equations which are true in the algebra
. The equational
theory of a class of similar algebras is the set of all equations true in each member of the
class .
Finitary Operation : A finitary operation on the set A is a function from A' into A,
for some natural number n, which is called the rank of the operation .
Free Algebra: Let 1C be a class of similar algebras. An algebra A is 1C-freely generated
by G provided A E 1C, G is a set of elements of A which generates A, and if
f :
G -+ B,
then f extends to a homomorphism from A into B, for every B E 1C. In this circumstance
G is said to be a free generating set. A is said to be free in 1C if it is 1C-freely generated
by some set of elements . A is a free algebra if it is free in some class of algebras .
Groupoid: A groupoid is an algebra whose only fundamental operation is binary .
Homomorphism: A homomorphism is a function from one algebra into another such
that the algebras are similar and the function preserves each of the fundamental opera-
tions .
Join: Join, usually denoted by V, is one of the fundamental lattice operations . a V b is
the least upper bound of {a, b} with respect to the lattice ordering . If X is any set of
elements, VX denotes the least upper bound of X, if it exists, and is called the join of
X.
Joint Embedding Property
:
A variety V has the joint embedding property provided
that whenever A, B E V, then there is C E V such that A and B can each be embedded
into C . A set E of equations has the joint embedding property iff the variety of all models
of E has the joint embedding property .
Kernel: Let f be a function with domain A . The kernel off is {(a, b) : f (a) = f (b), a, b E
A} . Evidently the kernel of f is an equivalence relation on A . The kernels of homomor-
phisms are exactly the congruences .
Lattice : A lattice is an algebra (L, A, V) with two fundamental operations, both binary .
These operations are commutative, associative, and idempotent (x Ax ze x and x V x ;Z~ x
hold), and they satisfy the following equation : x A (y V x) x . A lattice can also be
viewed as a partially ordered set in which every finite nonempty set has a least upper
bound-called the join of the set-and a greatest lower bound-called the meet .
Locally Finite : An algebra is locally finite if each of its finitely generated subalgebras
is finite. A class of algebras is locally finite provided every algebra in the class is locally
finite .
Logical Consequence: Let E be a set of equations and let s s t be an equation
.
s . ~ t is a logical consequence of E provided every model of E is a model of s ,r t . The
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same concept, after the obvious modifications, applies to sentences of any form, not just
equations .
Logically Irredundant : A set E of equations is logically irredundant provided s %zz t is
not a logical consequence of E - { s k : t}, for all s R~ t E E .
Meet: Meet, usually denoted by A, is one of the fundamental lattice operations . a A b is
the greatest lower bound of {a, b} with respect to the lattice ordering . If X is any set of
elements, AX denotes the greatest lower bound of X, if it exists, and is called the meet
of X .
Model: An algebra A is a model of a set E of equations, if every equation in E is true
in A .
Modular : A lattice is modular iff the following equation, which is a weak form of dis-
tributivity, holds
((xAy)Vz)Ay .~(xAy)V(zAy)
N: The set {0,1, 2, . . . } of natural numbers is denoted by N .
Operation Symbols : See algebra and similarity type .
Permutable: An algebra is called congruence permutable provided 0 o _ ¢ o 0 for
any two congruences Theta and 0 . (Here o denotes composition of relations) .
Rank: See finitary operation .
Relation Algebra : See Section 6 .
Residually Finite, Small, Large : An algebra is residually finite if it is a subdirect
product of finite algebras . A variety is residually finite if every algebra in the variety
is residually finite . A variety is residually small if there is a cardinal rc such that every
algebra in the variety is a subdirect product of algebras of cardinality less than rc . Varieties
which are not residually small are said to be residually large .
Schreier Property : A variety has the Schreier property if every subalgebra of an algebra
free in the variety is again free in the variety. A set E of equations has the Schreier
property if the variety consisting of all models of E has the Schreier property .
Similar : Two algebras are similar if they have the same similarity type .
Similarity Type: Let A = (A, F) be an algebra. The similarity type of A is the function
v with domain OA such that
c(Q) = the rank of F(Q)
Thus v is a certain function from operation symbols to natural numbers, assigning each
symbol its rank .
Simple : An algebra is simple if it has exactly two congruences .
Strongly Consistent: A set E of equations is strongly consistent provided it has a model
with more than one element . Equivalently, E is strongly consistent iff the equation x ~-- y
is not a logical consequence of E .
Subalgebra: Let A and B be similar algebras . B is a subalgebra of A provided B C
A and each fundamental operation of B is the restriction to B of the corresponding
fundamental operation of A .
Subdirect Product : An algebra A is a subdirect product of a system (B ; : i E I) of
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algebras provided A can be embedded in the direct product
11ic,
Bi in such a way that
the projection functions, restricted to the image of A, are onto the Bi's .
Term: Fix a similarity type v . The terms of type v are certain strings or words made up
of variables and operation symbols of type a . The set of terms is defined by the following
recursive scheme :
i Every variable is a term .
ii If Q is an operation symbol and to, t1, . . . , t,._1 are terms, where r = a(Q), then
Qtot1 . . . t,._1 is a term .
Term Operation : Let A = (A, F) be an algebra. Each term t will denote a term
operation to which will be a function from AN into A-depending on only finitely
many arguments .
i. vA is the i th projection function . for each natural number i . (vi is a variable) .
ii . If t = Qtot1 . . . t,._1, where r is the rank of the operation symbol Q,then to =
F(Q)(to
, . .
.,tAl)
True: Let A be an algebra and s -- t be an equation of the same similarity type as A .
The equation s :.s t is said to be true in A provided sA = tA . Thus s szi t is true in A
iff s and t denote the same term operation in A .
Universe : See algebra. Algebras are usually denoted by boldface letters, e .g . A, and
their universes by the corresponding uppercase italic, e .g A .
Variable : One of the formal symbol's
XO, X1, x2,
. . . .
Symbols like x, y and z refer to
arbitrary members of this list of formal variables .
Variety : A variety is a class of similar algebras which is closed with respect to the forma-
tion of homomorphic images, subalgebras, and arbitrary direct products . Equivalently, a
variety is the class of all algebras which are models of some set of equations .
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